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President’s PreFlight 
"Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much."    - Helen Keller

 

Air Fest 2017 
Congratulations and thank you to everyone who helped make our Charity 
event a resounding success!   Not only did we surpass last year’s total, we 
did it while reducing our overall expenses by nearly 70%, which goes right 
to the bottom line.  


This savings was due in large part to the good work of John Kreitzer who 
hit up RC manufacturers early in the year for raffle donations. We were 
fortunate to receive several nice prizes from Tower Hobbies, Dynamic 
Balsa, and Sullivan Products.  


This, along with some generous donations by club members, helped 
make our pilot’s raffle one of the best in recent memory. The Boy Scouts 
also stepped up and delivered some top notch prizes as well. 

 

Our noon air show added some excitement this year with a few new acts. 
Dan Franklin organized a “Fox & Hounds” event, where the “Fox” plane 
pulled a streamer while four “Hounds” flew behind and tried to cut it. The 
event was so popular that we did it twice.   The only plane capable of 
“catching” the Fox was Scott Mundorf’s zagi, which cut the streamer in 
both rounds.  


Another new event was the Cub event, where six of our giant scale cubs 
all flew in formation.   It was quite a site to see those lumbering giants 
circling the field in formation.  


We also saw a return of a helicopter 3D demonstration, skillfully piloted by 
club member Jason Weber.   We have some awesome heli pilots in our 
clubs.  I’d like to see more of this type of thing in the future.  


Rounding out the air show was a skydiver.   Yes, that’s right; a remote 
control skydiver. Brad Mason, from the Madison area, used his large scale 
Extra 330 to ferry a skydiver to altitude and release him.  Club member 
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Mike Baston was at the controls of the skydiver, but due to a malfunction, he was only able to turn to the 
left and ended up in the swamp off the east end of the field.  That, plus an ejecting canopy and the loss of 
one of the club trainers were the only mishaps of the day.

 

In recap, we had a total of 40 registered pilots, with representatives from several local area clubs.   The 
Boy Scouts parked 57 cars and put together a superb list of raffle items.  That coupled with a huge pilot’s 
raffle meant there were a lot of smiles on faces at the end of the day. 


Overall, I was very pleased to see how the club membership stepped up to make this event a success.  
Last year, there were 16 club members who help in some way with the event.   This year we had 24 club 
members involved!  Now that’s what I call teamwork.  I will undoubtedly miss someone, but I’d like to take 
a quick moment and thank a few of the folks involved:

 

	 Pilot Registration…………………….	 Todd Davis, Ed Malac, Tom Beyer

	 Promotion/Advertising ……………..	 Dave Schroeder

	 Signage  ………………………..……	 Steve Huelsbeck, Tom Jacobs

	 Emcee Duties  ………………………	 Chris Milbauer, Mike Fleming

	 Sound System & Music  ……………	Mike Fleming

	 Raffle  …………………………………	John Kreitzer, Ken Pressman, Barry Tenpas, Troop 110

	 Ticket Sales  …………………………	Barry Tenpas, Dave Schroeder, Ken Pressman

	 Kitchen ……………………………….	Trent Myers, Troop 110

	 Food Prep/Sales/Cleanup …………	 Troop 110

	 Simulator  ……………………………	 Kevin Malec

	 Flight Line Administration  …………	 Tim Roliff, John Kreitzer

	 Field Prep  ……………………………	Bob Scrip

	 Discovery Flights  ……………………	Dan Franklin, Mike Dorna, Jim Zahorik, Joe Simon, Cliff 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 Evans

	 Air Show  ……………………………..	Joe Burzinski, Todd Davis, Steve Huelsbeck, Mike Dorna, 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 Chris Milbauer, Marv Ingerson, John Kreitzer, Paul Daniel, 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 Jason Weber, Joe Simon, Brad Mason, & our Foamy Air Force 
	 	 	 	 	 	 pilots.


Thank you all.  We couldn’t have done it without you!!!!

 

2018 Membership Dues Proposal 
The board of directors puts together a budget each year, and for the most part, stays within the allotted 
expenses. However, we’ve been seeing an increase in overall costs of services and general maintenance 
of our equipment and facilities, resulting in the need to dip into our reserves.  


Therefore, the board is putting forth a proposal to raise the club dues by $25 per year across all dues 
types. In addition to helping cover the increased expenses of the club, the new funds will be used for 
educational scholarships, member recruitment, and additional services at the field, for example a couple 
more charging stations. Increasing our dues requires a change to the club bylaws, which requires a vote 
by the membership.  


The vote will be held at the September regular club meeting, which, if approved, will go into effect for the 
2018 membership year. The proposed bylaws change is noted later in this newsletter.   We will have an 
open discussion on the topic at the September meeting before the vote.

 

Upcoming Events 
It’s time to start thinking about those upcoming winter projects.  Our swap meet is just around the corner 
on Saturday, September 9th.  You can swap and fly all day for only $5.  Gates open at 8:00 AM. Food and 
refreshments will be available on site.

 

Also, our 20th annual Tamarack Challenge pattern contest is scheduled for September 16th and 17th.  
"Pattern" is the common name for precision aerobatics, where a set of maneuvers is flown and judged 
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based on the geometry, smoothness, grace, and positioning of the maneuver.   


As we did last year, we are offering a “Club Class” event, open to any AMA member.  The purpose of “Club 
Class” is to give people who are interested in giving pattern a try, a set of simplified maneuvers to fly.   The 
maneuvers in Club Class are no more difficult than those used during your pilot check-flight and are scored 
the same way every other pattern maneuver is scored.  


Don’t worry, this is a low-keyed event.   The point is to have fun while improving your piloting skills.  You’ll 
find a complete list of the Club Class maneuver descriptions later in this newsletter.  


If you’re interested in giving it a try and would like some help, just give me a call.   I’m happy to stop out to 
the field.

 

Remember to have fun and fly safely.

 

Joe Burzinski


Next Meeting 

September 10th   Sunday   7:00 pm 

DeMarini’s   N88 W15229 Main St 

Bring Yourself, a friend,   

 and an Aircraft !
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PROPOSED DUES INCREASE VERBIAGE 
Listed below is the proposed change to the club’s bylaws for 2018 dues increase.  This will be discussed at 
the September club meeting, after which a vote will be taken.  If you can’t attend the meeting please send 
your comments to one of the board members. 

 

Current Wording 
Section 3.02. Amount of Dues. 
 

(a)    Dues for each membership year shall be in an amount approved by the members at a regular or 
special meeting called for that purpose before the end of the preceding year. If dues are not set in the 
preceding year, dues for the then current membership year shall be in the same amount as the preceding 
year.


(b)   Dues shall be $ 50 per year for regular members and family membership, $ 30 for junior members and 
senior members, and $ 30 for residents of the village of Menomonee Falls.


(c)    Club officers and board of directors shall pay regular club dues equal to the regular membership dues 
required under section 3.02, item (b) of the club bylaws.

 


Proposed Wording 
Section 3.02. Amount of Dues. 
 

(a)    Dues for each membership year shall be in an amount approved by the members at a regular or 
special meeting called for that purpose before the end of the preceding year. If dues are not set in the 
preceding year, dues for the then current membership year shall be in the same amount as the preceding 
year.


(b)   Dues shall be $ 75 per year for regular members and family membership, $ 55 for junior members and 
senior members, and $ 55 for residents of the village of Menomonee Falls.


(c)    Club officers and board of directors shall pay regular club dues equal to the regular membership dues 
required under section 3.02, item (b) of the club bylaws.
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Club Class – Maneuver Descriptions 
By Joe Burzinski


Our annual pattern contest is scheduled for September 16th and 17th this year.  As we did last year, we are 
offering a “Club Class” event, open to any AMA member.   The maneuvers in Club Class are no more 
difficult than those used during your pilot check-flight and are scored the same way every other pattern 
maneuver is scored.   Don’t worry, the judges know this is the first time many of you will be flying in a 
contest, so they won’t be holding your feet to the fire with the judging criteria.  


The important thing is to have fun and let yourself be judged. Everyone starts pattern right where you are, 
and to have some of the best precision aerobatic pilots giving you positive feedback is priceless.   


Essentially, all maneuver scores start as a 10, with deductions applied in half-point increments. The main 
criteria used to judge the degree of perfection are (in order of importance):


	 1.	 Precision of the maneuver.

	 2.	 Smoothness and gracefulness of the maneuver.

	 3.	 Positioning or display of the maneuver.

	 4.	 Size or dimensions of the maneuver relative to the maneuvering area, distance from the 	
	 	 judges, and other maneuvers in the flight.


All of these must be met for a maneuver to be rated perfect.   Don’t worry, this isn’t the National 
Championships.  Just do your best.


Takeoff 

Takeoff is scored as a ten or a zero.  This isn’t how the official rulebook describes it, but it’s how we do it at 
our contests.   Basically, if your plane gets in the air successfully, congratulate yourself. You just got your 
first “10”.


FREE Turn Around                                

Trim Pass                                  
FREE Turn Around                                


Following takeoff you get a free turn-around, a trim pass, and another free turn-around before you start 
being scored.  The idea of the turn-around is to get yourself back on the same line you were flying just 
before the turn-around.   You can do any kind of maneuver for this. Following your first free turn-around is 
your trim pass.  


If you’ve done your trimming homework you shouldn’t require any adjustments, but this is when you’d 
make any last minute changes if needed. Lastly is another free turn-around.   The most important thing 
about this turn-around is that it sets the stage for your first scored maneuver. This might be a good time to 
get some free practice in on the Half-Reverse Cuban Eight for later in the sequence.  Above all, you should 
use this time to catch your breath and settle any nerves that may have popped up.  


Remember, you just got your first 10 moments ago, so you should be feeling pretty good about now.  


Straight Flight Out 

Your plane must be flown parallel to the flight line and flown in an absolutely straight and level path.  Watch 
out for changes in heading (correct with rudder) and elevation changes.  These will result in deductions.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Continued on next page …..
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Half-Reverse Cuban Eight 

The Half-Reverse Cuban Eight, one of my favorites, is a scored turn-around maneuver.  After you complete 
your Straight Flight Out maneuver, just pull back on the elevator until the plane reaches a 45 degree climb, 
which is much steeper than you think. Hold that path for a moment and roll to inverted. Hold the inverted 
path for another moment and then pull back on the elevator to complete a 5/8 inside loop back to level 
flight in the opposite direction.   The length of your 45 degree climb before and after the roll should be 
exactly the same length. You’ll likely need to feed in some down elevator while inverted to hold a straight 
line. 


Straight Flight Back 

Straight Flight Back is essentially the same as Straight Flight Out.   The important thing about it is that it be 
along the same line as the outgoing pass.   Again, watch for changes in heading or 
elevation.                                


FREE Turn Around 

Congratulate yourself. You’ve just completed your first sequence segment and have some time to catch 
your breath, just don’t stop thinking.   Use this opportunity to prepare yourself for what’s next.  Remember 
the wind is hardly ever straight down the runway, so use whatever kind of turnaround is needed to get your 
plane back on centerline.        


Cobra                       


The Cobra is so-named because it’s shaped like the hood of a cobra.   It is a centered maneuver, meaning 
the middle of the maneuver is right in front of you and the judges.   Following your free turn-around, 
establish straight and level flight and pull the elevator back to a 45 degree climb.  Hold that line until the 
model is almost in front of you.   Then ease off the elevator and throttle, and start pushing in some down 
elevator.  Let the model ease over the top and continue to a 45 degree dive. Hold that line until the model is 
back to the same altitude that you started the maneuver and ease out of the dive. 


Half Cuban Eight 

The Half Cuban Eight is a scored turn-around maneuver. After completing the previous Cobra and re-
establishing a nice level path, fly to the end of the box and pull back on the elevator to complete a 5/8 
inside loop.   Your plane should now be inverted on a 45 degree downline.   Hold the inverted path for a 
moment and roll to upright flight (still on the 45 degree downline).   Hold for another moment and pull back 
on the elevator to return to level flight.   The length of your 45 degree downline before and after the roll 
should be exactly the same length. You’ll likely need to feed in some down elevator while inverted to hold a 
straight line. 


One  Horizontal Roll 

As with the Inside Loop, the Horizontal Roll is one of the first things you learn during your pilot training.  It is 
also a center-maneuver.   The center of the roll (when your plane is inverted) should be right in front of you 
and the judges.   Maintaining heading and elevation is key to scoring maximum points.   Having a well 
trimmed plane will reduce the number of adjustments needed throughout the maneuver.


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Continued on next page …..
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FREE Turn Around 

Ok, you just completed the second segment of your sequence.  Take a deep breath and do any turnaround 
maneuver that’ll get you back on centerline.  Just one more maneuver to go before landing.


One Inside Loop 
The Inside Loop is also a center-maneuver, meaning it’s performed right in front of you and the judges. So, 
what could be easier than one of the first things you learned in your flight training? Pull back on the elevator 
and watch the plane go over the top, right?  That will get you through the maneuver, but it’ll cost you some 
precious points. The fact of the matter is that most loops you see are not round – they’re shaped more like 
an egg or a figure “9”. The key to getting maximum points on a loop is to keep the same radius throughout 
the entire loop.  You’ll need to ease off the elevator as you arc through the top of the loop.  This will flatten it 
out and get you well on your way to higher scores.  The loop shouldn’t be too tight either, but be mindful of 
your plane’s power.  Don’t make the loop so big that you run out of power as you near the top. 


FREE Turn Around 

One more maneuver to go and you’re done.   Turn your plane around and get set up for your landing 
sequence.


Landing Sequence 

As with the Takeoff sequence, the landing is scored as either a ten or a zero.   Get your plane safely on the 
ground and you’ll have another “10”. Your caller will let you know if you’re clear to land.  There’s no penalty 
if you have to go around again to avoid another plane that might be getting ready to takeoff or land.  Be sure 
to call out your landing, just like you always do at the field. 

 

What just took several paragraphs to describe actually happens relatively quickly. Therefore, we fly the Club 
Class sequence twice in succession.  So, instead of landing, you simply start over with another Trim Pass 
and continue from there.  


So, if you need anymore convincing, try on these Top-10 reasons for giving Pattern a try: 

 

	 10.   Learn to control the airplane, instead of the other way around.

	 9.     Be able to put the plane in any attitude, at any point in the sky.

	 8.     Learn the right way to trim your airplane.

	 7.     Finally learn what that control surface called a “rudder” is used for.

	 6.     Have a framework against which you can measure your progress.

	 5.       Learn how to “let” yourself be judged, while picking up tips from some of the best RC pilots in 
	  	 the world.

	 4.     Hang out with a great bunch of guys.

	 3.     Enjoy the friendly competition of a pattern contest.

	 2.     Learn how to fly in all kinds of conditions.

	 1.     Have fun becoming the best that you can be, while gaining confidence in your piloting abilities.
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Name That Plane: September   by Tim Roliff
If you were at the Fond du Lac Warbird event you may have seen very large model of this aircraft! 


Note:November 2017 will be the last edition of Name That Plane. I will publish a picture in October and 
give the correct answer in November which will be the last edition. If anyone is interested in picking up this 
column or perhaps starting something new in the Flypaper please contact Editor Pete Smith. Thanks to 
everyone who participated over the years. I hope you had some fun and learned something in the process. I 
know I did. 


August Aircraft- Vultee XP-54 Swoose Goose a single-engine twin-boom 
fighter demonstrator that the military tested in 1943. The single-seat 
warplane featured a nose section that could be pivoted several degrees 
vertically, allowing the plane’s two 37 mm cannons to be easily trained 
towards the ground during level-flight strafing runs. This odd feature 
earned the XP-54 the nickname the “Swoose Goose” after a popular song 
of the time. With a top speed of only 380 mph (600 km/h), it’s no surprise 
that the War Department passed on this ugly duckling. 

Correct answers were submitted by Ron Romans, John Kreitzer, Ken Pressman, Joe Burzinski, Tim Kunath 
and Tom Beyer.


Name That Plane Contest Details: 
• Check each issue of Flypaper for the current “mystery aircraft” photo

• Send your answer via email to: namethatplane@sbcglobal.net

• ==> Please note - answers will only be accepted by email and only at this address

• Any Flying Electrons member that responds correctly and attends that month’s meeting will be entitled to 

a free raffle ticket

• Tickets must be claimed in person at the current month’s meeting only

• There will be no Name the Plane Contest in December

• Winners will be listed in the following months’ newsletter and announced at our meeting

• Open to current Flying Electrons members only

• Suggestions for future master planes are welcome

• Send your comments or suggestions to: namethatplane@sbcglobal.net


mailto:namethatplane@sbcglobal.net
mailto:namethatplane@sbcglobal.net
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Our Mission: “To advance the RC flying hobby by providing a safe and enjoyable 
environment for RC pilots of all skill levels”


Flying Electrons Membership Meeting Agenda, August 13, 2017 

Call to order, at 7:04 pm


Headcount 28 


Are there any guests, new members?

•    No guests

•    Matt Pemberton, Ron Bartos – new members


Are there any promotions? 
•.    Tom Kowbalewski to fixed wing pilot.


Motion to accept the July, 2017 meeting

•     Minutes were accepted.


Treasurer’s report  
•     Cliff reported the Income, expenses and funds on hand.


Secretary’s report 
•     137 members including the new members list above.


2017 Events 

•    Charity Event – Volunteers for remaining open slots

• Signs Tom Jacobs for both Charity and Swap meet

• Trent and Chris to help Boy Scout’s with food set up

• Dave Schroeder to distribute flyers to club members

• Fox and Hounds Dan needs a New Fox and more Hounds

• Pilots raffle, Planes, gift certificates


•    Swap Meet Volunteers

• Signs  -  Tom Jacobs

• Kitchen -  Mike Schneider


•    Dead Chicken

• All is set


•    Veteran Classic - Daniel Boone, September 30th - static display only

• Handled by board members


Club clothing update from Dave Schroeder

• Hats $5.00             Shirts $10.00    

• Patches $3.00       Old shirts $5.00 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Continued on next page…..
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Old business from members who are present 
•      Members Only Signs now in place


• No comments on signs

•      Pilot Blocks – Questions/Comments


• Communication is easier

•      Bylaws change discussion


• Club improvements, solar panels, possible scholarships, community outreach

• Dues have not gone up since before 1987

• Joe ask several times for comments of objections to the Bylaw changes,


• There were none

•     A quorum (34 members) will be needed to vote on the bylaw changes


• Free stuff has been donate to the club and will be available to the members after the 
September meeting


New business from members who are present 
• Nominations for Flying Electrons Board begin next month

• There will be open positions

• Which positions and number unknown at this time.


Open forum 
•     Building issues, bad or good flights to learn from, questions

•     More spectacular crashes over the past few weeks (Bob G) and Ron Jans


• Ron comment that the crashes of his planes flown by Bob G. were not Bob fault

•     Chris Milbauer’s wing was retrieved.  How was that accomplished?


• Ropes with and arrows! By Dan, Corky and Steve

	 

General issues 
•     Several members have had issues with the Futaba 14sg radios with possible interference  


• It was recommended that owners should upgrade the radio software and re-bind their receivers.


Name That Plane 
•     July’s picture was submitted by Joe Burzinski and was a Dassault Balzac V or Mirage IIIV.  


• Joe reports 	“What amazed me about this plane was that it had a total of 9 jet engines (8 for 
vertical lift and 1 for forward flight).”


• Correct answer: Mike Baston.


•     This month’s winners?

• Winners are not available at this time. They announced at the next meeting.


•     Tim will be stepping down from running NTP.  

• Unless someone would like to volunteer to run it, the October issue of the Flypaper will be the 

last plane.


Show and Tell  
•     Steve Huelsbeck: 


• Great Planes Electro streak modified from the 
Waukesha swap meet


• Rimfire EF-1 1250kv motor, Hitec Hs 82 servos, Futaba 
radio


• 3 lb. ½ oz at 994 watts on a4000 maH 4 cell 30c LIPO

• 7-8 min flight time possible 140 mph


    


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Continued on next page …..
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•    Mike Schneider: 

• P51 D Mustang electric RTF Great Planes

• From Hobbytown in Appleton several years ago 

• Cost 110.00 on store closing sale


 


•Tom Kunath: 

•   Brave Night Flyer E-flite ARF From Hobbytown

•   3s 2200 LIPO with flaps and lights. 

•   Great night flyer. 249.00  

•   Landing gear plate need to be  modified. Great flyer!  

                                                


• Tom Kunath

• Sword Wing Kit, Buddy Rc.com Elec

• 3s 1300 lipo lemon RX Cost 69.00


Raffle 
• Umx Corsair won by Chris Milbauer, donated to the charity raffle

    

• Glue gun won by Ken Pressmen


• Servo labels won by Corky Verbanac

    

• Turnigy temp gauge won by Chris Milbauer


Motion to close the meeting 8:04 pm


Next membership meeting is at 7:00 pm on Sunday, September 10, 2017


Submitted by Chris Milbauer
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2017 Flying Electron Meetings and Local Events
Day Date Event URL
Sat/Sun September 9th Swap Meet (rain day Sunday) www.flyingelectrons.com

Saturday September 9th Lodi Fun Fly www.lodircclub.com

Sunday September 10th Flying Electrons Meeting www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday September 16-17th Pattern Contest www.flyingelectrons.com

Saturday October 7th Fright Fest Fun Fly www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday October 8th Flying Electrons Meeting www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday November 12th Flying Electron Meeting www.flyingelectrons.com

Sunday February 14, 2018 Flying Electrons Annual Dinner www.flyingelectrons.com

http://www.flyingelectrons.com
http://www.flyingelectrons.com
http://www.flyingelectrons.com

